Certificate IV in Work Health and
Safety (BSB41419)
Qualification Overview
Who should
attend?

The Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety (BSB41419) is suitable for those working in a
work health and safety role, for example, Work Health and Safety (WHS) Officers or WHS
Advisors. They are expected to provide leadership and guidance to others with regard to WHS
matters.

Delivery method

Face-to-face, off-the-job facilitated learning, reinforced by a practical, work-based assignment
completed after each workshop.

Course duration

15-days total duration spread over four separate modules.
There is no set timeframe for attending the modules. However, most students are comfortable
undertaking the program over 12 – 18 months.

Course cost

Public workshops
The fee for undertaking the Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety via public workshops is
$3,720 per person. The fee includes:
•

15-days face-to-face training delivery at TSA

•

Morning tea and afternoon tea during course

•

Comprehensive learner guides and assessments for each module

•

Online access to all assessment materials

In-house workshops
Training Services Australia also delivers in-house workshops, tailored to meet specific client
needs. The fee for these workshops is determined in light of the agreed service requirements.
Please contact Training Services Australia for a quotation.
Course
components

#

MODULE NAME

DURATION

COST

1

Research and apply WHS legislation

4-days

$990

2

WHS communication and consultation

3-days

$750

3

WHS management systems and contractor
management

4-days

$990

Risk management, hazardous chemicals and
incident response

4-days

$990

TOTAL

15-days

$3,720

4

Pre-requisites

No qualifications or previous experience are necessary to participate in this program.

Currency

This qualification was current at the time of publication of this document.
Currency information can be checked here: https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/BSB41419
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Language, literacy
and numeracy
(LLN)
requirements

A relatively high level of reading and writing ability is required to complete the qualification.
Students will need to demonstrate the ability to:
• gather, critically analyse and review information from a variety of sources
• read legislation, codes of practice and guidance notes, as well as organisational policies

and procedures relating to work health and safety

• communicate information via emails, reports and forms
• present issues in meetings and manage the discussion effectively
• use numeracy skills to analyse survey results

Students are also required to have reasonable computer skills (as typically required by WHS
practitioners) to send emails, word process correspondence and short reports, and research
information on the internet.
Those who struggle with reading or writing, or who are unable to use computers, are cautioned
against enrolling this qualification unless they also organise appropriate literacy support.
For further advice about the language, literacy, numeracy and technology skills needed to
complete this qualification, and avenues for LLN support, contact a TSA Training Advisor.
Access to a
practice
environment

Those undertaking the Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety are expected to have access to
a work environment in which they are able to practise and apply the competencies covered
during the course.
Training Services Australia is not generally able to organise work placements for students,
although we will try to assist where possible. For more information, please contact a TSA
Training Advisor before enrolling in the qualification.
Students would also benefit from access to a person in the workplace who is able to support
and mentor them as they progress through the qualification.

Resources
required

Those undertaking this qualification will require access to:
• a computer, a printer and the internet
• technology to make video and sound recordings (e.g., mobile phone)
• their organisation’s work health and safety policies, procedures, forms and associated

documentation

• people they can involve in work health and safety activities, including surveys, inspections,

risk assessments, safety training / briefings, etc

• a supervisor / manager who can observe / review their work and provide feedback to

Training Services Australia
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Special needs

Training Services Australia will endeavour to assist those with special needs to successfully
complete this qualification. However, we request that students with special needs contact us,
before enrolling in the qualification, to discuss their needs. This will help us to provide advice
about the suitability of the qualification and to discuss adjustments that could be made to
improve the students’ learning experience.

Qualification Packaging Rules
To obtain the BSB41419 Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety, students must complete 10 units made up of:
• 5 core units
• 3 ‘Group A’ elective units from the list provided
• 2 elective units from the list of ‘Group A’ or ‘Group B’ elective units, or imported from elsewhere in accordance with

the packaging rules

For the complete Qualification Packaging Rules, refer to https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/BSB41419 or contact
Training Services Australia.
Units Selected for Delivery
Training Services Australia has selected the following units for delivery as part of its public program.
MODULE 1 – RESEARCH AND APPLY WHS LEGISLATION – 4-DAY WORKSHOP
1
2
3

BSBWHS412 – Assist with workplace compliance with WHS laws
BSBINS411 – Analyse and present research information
BSBWRT311 – Write simple documents

Core unit
Group A elective unit
Imported elective unit

MODULE 2 – WHS COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION – 3-DAY WORKSHOP
4

BSBWHS413 – Contribute to implementation and maintenance of WHS
consultation and participation processes
BSBCMM411 – Make presentations

5

Core unit
Imported elective unit

MODULE 3 – WHS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT – 4-DAY WORKSHOP
6
7

BSBWHS415 – Contribute to implementing WHS management systems
BSBWHS418 – Assist with managing WHS compliance of contractors

Core unit
Core unit

MODULE 4 – RISK MANAGEMENT, HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS AND INCIDENT RESPONSE – 4-DAY
WORKSHOP
8
9
10

BSBWHS414 – Contribute to WHS risk management
BSBWHS431 – Develop processes and procedures for controlling
hazardous chemicals in the workplace
BSBWHS416 – Contribute to workplace incident response
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Assessment requirements
The Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety is a competency-based qualification. This means that in order to attain
the qualification, students need to do more than just attend the training. They also need to provide evidence that they
have understood the training and applied it in the workplace.
This requirement means that it is not possible to complete all of the assessment requirements during the face-to-face
training.
Note: As part of the process of checking students’ understanding during the training, and to help balance the
assessment workload, TSA provides students with opportunities to generate some evidence for assessment during
the face-to-face training.
Assessment methods
Students are required to complete a set of assessment tasks for each module they undertake. Satisfactory completion
of all assessment tasks is required before a credential can be awarded. Examples of the evidence typically requested
from students as part of their assessment tasks include:
• Answers to knowledge-based questions and questions demonstrating students’ application of the required
knowledge
• Completion of case studies
• Descriptions by students of how they have responded to various scenarios in the workplace
• Completion of workplace-based tasks / projects which require students to apply the relevant competencies in the
workplace
• Third party reports from students’ supervisors
Assessment timeframes
The timeframe for completing the assessment for each module is four months. That is, students have four months
after attending the training for Module 1 to submit the assessment for Module 1; four months after attending the
training for Module 2 to submit the assessment for Module 2, and so on.
Students are encouraged to prioritise completion of their assessments ahead of attending further training, and should
space their attendance at each module so that assessments do not build up.
Extensions to assessment timeframes
Training Services Australia recognises that work and family pressures can make it challenging for some students to
complete their assessments within the designated completion timeframes. Consequently, we provide extensions of
up to 3 months where a formal request is received. Additional extensions are sometimes allowed in exceptional
circumstances.
TSA does not generally grant extensions of more than 6 months from the original due date of the assessment.
Students whose assessments are more than 6 months overdue and who still wish to complete their course may be
required to re-attend the course or obtain one-on-one coaching to refresh their knowledge of the course content.
Additional fees apply in these situations.
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Resources provided
Training Services Australia provides students with the following resources for each module:
• Participant manual and file
• Assessment document
Electronic copies of the assessment document and other useful resources are made available to students through
TSA’s website.
Support provided
Training Services Australia provides email and telephone support to students throughout the program.
Additional one-on-one coaching is also available, at an hourly rate, for those who need it. Information about costs
associated with coaching is available on the TSA website.
Credential issued
Students who successfully complete all requirements for a full credential will be issued with a nationally recognised
qualification: BSB41419 Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety.
Those who complete one or more units of competency, but who are unable or not wishing to complete the entire
qualification, will be issued with a nationally recognised statement of attainment for the unit(s) they successfully
complete.
Recognition of Prior Learning
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is available for this qualification.
RPL is suitable for those already have the necessary skills and knowledge in one or more of the units which make up
the Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety, and do not wish to undergo further training in these units.
RPL is a way of shortcutting the training process. It is not a way of shortcutting the assessment process. To be
granted RPL, students must provide evidence of their competence to a TSA assessor. Evidence requirements may
vary, depending on the unit(s) of competency being assessed. However, they typically include answers to theory
questions, work samples and supervisor reports. Students must also participate in an assessment interview with a
TSA assessor, and in some cases the assessor may wish to observe students’ performance in the workplace.
Those who are considering seeking RPL, are invited to speak with a TSA Training Advisor. The Training Advisor will
make an initial assessment of the student’s suitability for RPL and discuss the RPL process in detail before sending
an application kit.
TSA’s RPL policy and some general information about the RPL process and the costs associated with RPL are
available in the Policies and Procedures area of our website.
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National recognition
Training Services Australia recognises qualifications and statements of attainment issued by other Registered
Training Organisations under the Australian Qualifications Framework.
Students who have already achieved some of the units covered by the course may be able to obtain a reduction in
training or assessment requirements, and should contact a TSA Training Advisor for advice.
Before recognition can be granted, a TSA representative will need to sight the statement(s) of attainment for any units
for which recognition is being sought and / or your USI transcript.
For further information, refer to TSA’s policy for National Recognition which is available from the Policies and
Procedures area of our website.
Advice for completing the qualification successfully
Training Services Australia offers the following advice to students to help them complete this qualification
successfully:
• If your employer is sending you on the course, find out why you have been selected to attend the training, and how
your role will change (if at all) after you have completed the training.
• Approach the training with an open mind. Demonstrate a willingness to learn, as well as to share the benefits of
your experience with others.
• Find a mentor who can support and guide you as you undertake the training. This could be your supervisor or
someone from your organisation’s WHS department. We recommend that you set aside time to discuss your
progress with them on a regular basis.
• After attending each course, discuss with your mentor or supervisor how the training content and the assessment
requirements relate to your workplace.
• Try to align the assessment activities with your work requirements. In this way, you will be completing your
assessments at the same time as you go about your day-to-day work.
• Set aside regular time to work on your assessment activities. This could be at work, at home, or a combination of
the two. As a rough guide, plan to set aside 2 – 4 hours per week for the duration of the program to work on your
assessments.
• If possible, negotiate with your employer for them to provide you with time at work to work on your assessments.
• Refer back to the information contained in your Learner Guides as you undertake your assessments.
• If the assessment requirements of some unit(s) do not align well with your workplace, be prepared to work with
your supervisor / mentor to identify opportunities for completing the assessments. For example, they may be able
to assign you a special project or alternative duties to help satisfy assessment requirements.
• Speak with your mentor or contact TSA if you get stuck or become confused about any part of your assessment.
Students are strongly encouraged to show their supervisor / employer this course outline, as well as the “Information for
supervisors and employers” document which can be found here:
https://www.tsa-wa.com.au/tsa/files/courses/BSB41419-Information-for-supervisors-and-employers.pdf
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